SOLAR CONTROL FILMS / HEAT REFLECTING FILMS
ANTI GLARE FILMS / PRIVACY SCREENING
Some of the Advantages :
Keeps out up to 80% of the sun's heat
Glare & eyestrain reduced - more comfort for VDU users
Improves staff comfort & efficiency.
Reduces Air Conditioning running costs
Increased privacy with one-way mirror films
Improves architectural appearance
UV filter reduce fabric UV filter reduce fabric fading.
Interior Film
Code

Colour

Solar Heat
Rejection

SRS220XSR

Dark Silver

79%

SRS330XRS

Medium Silver

74%

RS440XSR

Light Silver

66%

SB221XSR

Dark Bronze

75%

SB341XSR

Medium Bronze

66%

SB551XSR

Light Bronze

49%

Installing Madico Window film is a smart way to lower energy costs and reduce CO2 emissions. Our products
are designed to help facility owners cost-effectively conserve energy, increase building safety, enhance
occupant comfort, and reduce monthly heating and cooling costs.
Big energy savings Watch the numbers drop on those HVAC costs with Madico films. Madico window films can
keep out up to 86% of the sun’s heat, dramatically lowering air conditioning costs. In the winter, the same film
helps retain interior heat, reducing heating costs. They may also help you attain LEED credits, getting your
building closer to certification.
More comfortable work environment Madico films also help regulate the temperature disparity between the
sunny and the shady areas of your building. Offices stay cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter, all of
which makes your employees more comfortable.
Reduced glare Glare causes eye fatigue and lower productivity. Drawing curtains or closing blinds is a
claustrophobic approach at best, and it drives up the bill for artificial lighting. Madico films let in the light but not
the glare, helping to maintain an “open” feeling.
Protection from fading The fading caused by the sun’s ultraviolet rays wreaks havoc on interior furnishings and
merchandise, shortening their shelf life. Madico films screen almost 100% of those harmful rays, potentially
saving thousands in replacement costs.
Enhance your building’s appearance Madico films make building exteriors more attractive by eliminating
visual clutter and creating a uniform appearance.
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